Abstract. We prove an analogue of the prime number theorem for finite fields.
Let π(x) count all primes not exceeding x. The classical prime theorem asserts that
as x → ∞. In fact, for every m ≥ 1, we have the asymptotic expansion (2) where O m means that the implied constant only depends on m.
Suppose that q is a power of a prime. Let F q denote the finite field with q elements. Then the irreducible polynomials over F q are correspond to the primes in
Let π q (x) count all monic irreducible polynomials in F q [x] whose norm is not greater than x, i.e.,
f (x) is monic and irreducible, and deg f ≤ log q x}.
It is well-know that the number of the monic irreducible polynomials in F[q] with the degree n is 1 n
where µ is the Möbius function. So substituting x = q n , we have
In [1] , Kruse and Stichtenoth proved that
So (3) can be viewed as a q-analogue of (1). Subsequently, Wang and Kan [3] obtained the following extension of (3):
where x = q n → ∞. On the other hand, supposing that p is prime and x = p n−1 , Pollack [2] gave an asymptotic expansion for π p (x):
where the implied constant in O is absolute and
Of course, as Pollack had pointed out, his discussions can be easily generalized for π q (x). However, since those A p,j are also infinite series, it is not convenient to compute. So in this short note, we shall give another asymptotic expansion of π q (x), which can be viewed as a q-analogue of (4). Define the polynomial
where the Stirling number of the second kind S(n, k) is given by
Theorem 1. Suppose that q is a power of a prime and x is a power of q. Then
where
Proof. For convenience, we write f = Θ C (g) provided that |f (n)| ≤ C|g(n)| for every n ≥ 1. It is not difficult to show that
And since q ≥ 2, using induction on n and a simple calculation, we can easily deduce that
n/2 n for every n ≥ 1. Hence we have
n .
Evidently,
We have
Furthermore, we have
It is easy to check that 0.75q
and n 1.3 n/2 ≤ 3 for every q ≥ 2 and n, m ≥ 1. So
Thus we get that This concludes our proof.
